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M cLuhan and the arts is a well-trodden theme yet surprisingly still fertile ground for original scholarship and research-creation. Milestones include excavations by Richard Cavell and Elena Lamberti of the aesthetic sources of McLuhan's media analyses in the literature and visual arts of his time as well as his influence on a range of contemporary artistic projects, from happenings to installation art. Janine Marchessault and Donald Theall have also presented compelling portraits of the media thinker as himself an artist or "poet-artist manqué" (Theall, The Medium 6).1 More recently, case studies of specific artists and movements inspired by McLuhannotably Kenneth R. Allan's exploration of McLuhan's notion of the "counterenvironment" as a mode of immanent critique practiced by conceptualists ranging from Dan Graham to the Vancouver-based N.E. Thing Co. Ltd.-have lent additional definition and texture to existing accounts of the longue durée of McLuhan's influential percepts. Yet no authoritative survey of McLuhan's global impact on contemporary art has emerged to-date. This special issue of Imaginations does not, and for reasons of space alone cannot, fill this gap. Nonetheless, the articles and artists' responses gathered here, both collectively and individually, constitute a significant advance in our still evolving conception of McLuhan as a thinker and practitioner of aesthetics.
A notable acceleration in the uptake of McLuhan's thought in recent years points to something of a mutation in the trajectory of recovery, restoration, and revision initiated by the publication of his Letters in 1987. It has become commonplace to attribute McLuhan's post-contemporary revival to the forces of retrospection and reassessment focused by centennial celebrations of his birth in 2011. Yet there is more than chronology driving this renaissance.
Richard Cavell has recently drawn parallels between McLuhan's thought and contemporary affect theory and new materialisms. It is also not coincidental that McLuhan's thought experiments have been the object of renewed attention amidst the intellectual sea-change spelled by the speculative turn. While it would be dubious and unfruitful to retrospectively claim McLuhan as a new realist avant la lettre, compelling resonances between his transgression of disciplinary boundaries and present-day intellectual currents illuminate some of the leading concerns propelling the present special issue of Imaginations. If the 1990s gave us a "virtual" McLuhan who was simultaneously a philosopher of difference and a forerunner of the spatial turn, today the media analyst is ripe for reevaluation as the generatively unclassifiable thinker that he is.
In common with the proponents of various Speculative Realisms, McLuhan's writings are characterized by a profound wariness of the "Subject" produced by Enlightenment epistemologies and conserved, if profoundly reconfigured, by the linguistic turn which coincided with the waning of his own reputation after 1968.2 "Man" may be the unapologetic subject of McLuhan's media explorations, yet it is no liberal-humanist individual-no Vitruvian Man-that emerges from his collagiste prose. Rather, McLuhan presents us with an oddly prosthetic and generic humanity that anticipates the contemporary French thinker François Laruelle's provocative contention that "there are no longer subjects" ("Is Thinking Democratic?" 233). Likewise anticipatory of Speculative Realism, McLuhan drew upon a range of scientific discourses to expand the scope of humanistic study beyond the confines of Greek metaphysics and Judeo-Christian theology. In particular, McLuhan emerges as a prescient critic of linguistics as the master signifier of the human. For the Toronto School thinker, as for contemporary realists, "ontology is politics" (Bryant, Srnicek, and Harman 16) an orientation made plain by his prefatory profession of faith in "the ultimate harmony of all being" in Understanding Media (5).
Yet McLuhan's non-Kantianism-derived from Henri Bergson, as traced by Stephen Crocker-thwarts any meaningful alignment with contemporary neo-Kantians such as Graham Harman or his noumenal world of "objects. " It is, rather, the eccentric project of "non-philosophy" elaborated by Laruelle that comes closest to McLuhan's non-standard humanism and best illuminates the experimental currents propelling this special issue. Laruelle (b. 1937) is Professor Emeritus at the University of Paris X (Nanterre). Of his more than 20 monographs, some dating back to the 1970s, English translations have only begun to appear since 2010, although they are now being published at a rapid rate by the most distinguished academic presses. Laruelle began his career by extending but also hybridizing the seemingly incompatible post-structuralist theories of Jacques Derrida and Gilles Deleuze. By the early 1980s, however, he was beginning to push against these "Philosophies of Difference" to formulate his own non-philosophical alternative (discussed in detail below): a rethinking of the central assumptions of continental philosophy that nonetheless makes new, if sometimes unrecognizable and perverse, uses of its now-familiar concepts and vocabulary. Some commentators group Laruelle with Anglo-American thinkers associated with Speculative Realism-an affiliation that the non-philosopher would likely reject. Nonetheless, Laruelle's project shares with SR an ambition to think beyond such hallmarks of French Theory as the linguistic metaphor and the centrality of the Subject utilizing techniques and terminology derived from science. Like Laruelle, McLuhan is a gnomic thinker who defies standard disciplinary taxonomies and norms. Indeed, McLuhan's currently accepted designation as a media theorist or media philosopher is questionable, not only on the basis of his own oft-noted resistance to systemization; the Toronto School thinker preferred, like Laruelle, an aesthetic and experimental methodology substituting non-rational "percepts" for the concepts of conventional epistemology. Even the default subsumption of McLuhan's protean speculations under the rubric of media studies is debatable, if only given his noted lack of training in communications and resolutely literary methodology. Like Laruelle, McLuhan's project is more accurately characterized as an irreverent bricolage of seemingly irreconcilable methodologies that effects a mutation of the central forms of classical Western epistemology and its contemporary offspring.
The formal orientation of McLuhan's analyses was long dismissed as a methodological shortcoming, a holdover from the naïve formalism practiced by an earlier generation of humanists. Jessica Pressman has persuasively argued for a recovery of McLuhan's approach as an innovative modality of New Critical techniques of close reading. In light of Laruelle's trenchant critique of the enduring form of Western philosophy, however-what he describes as its circular, "decisional" structure (the constantly rearticulated yet functionally invariant dyads of Subject/object, Idea/representation, One/ multiple, Being/beings, etc.)-McLuhan's formal methodology emerges with renewed relevance as a perspicacious excavation of the a prioris of Western epistemology and aesthetics. Indeed, there is a strikingly proto-Laruellian orientation to McLuhan's recognition of the dyadic figure/ground dynamics of typography as an artefact of Western rationalism and its binary apparatus of subjectivization. Anticipating the quantum chaos, or chôra, that Laruelle opposes to the empirico-transcendental doublets of philosophy, McLuhan, himself partially influenced by developments in quantum mechanics,3 hypothesized a non-perspectival "acoustic space" in contradistinction to the dualistic positions structurally inscribed in print culture and perspectival optics alike (Counterblast n.p. A key point of tension between the non-Bergsonian mimicry practiced by both Laruelle and Lewis emerges from the latter's emphatic anti-humanism, which cannot be reconciled with the persistence of the Human in non-philosophy. Laruelle insists that the "non-" prefix which he appends to his minoritarian practice of thought is in no way synonymous with the negation implied by anti-philosophy. Non-philosophy does not aim to overturn or nullify philosophy, but-on the model of non-Euclidean geometry, which accepts the axioms of classical geometry yet adds seemingly incompatible postulates thereto-sets out to expand the scope of humanistic study by multiplying and mutating its disciplinary resources, even at the risk of inconsistency. The persistence of the Human in Laruelle's thought is framed in emphatically futural terms, as the open question of humanity's "salvation" (Smith, Laruelle 6), a formulation that recalls the future tense in which McLuhan cast his prophetic pronouncements on social and sensorial transformations that he associated with the proliferation of electronic media. A shared modality of science fiction is an additional manifestation of the two thinkers' common literary orientation: a re-description of philosophical and extra-philosophical materials that Laruelle theorizes (in reference to his own project) as "philo-fiction. " Refusing to abandon the contents of conventional philosophical discourse, Laruelle instead "superposes"-an operation transplanted from quantum physics-concepts and vocabulary from divergent domains to fabulate novel thoughts that are real but fictive: not authoritative descriptions of the Real but rather fictions composed of statements that, however conflictual or incomplete, are nonetheless real in themselves.
A contemporary artist whose work suggests compelling analogies with Laruelle's practice of philo-fiction is Robert Smithson (1938 Smithson ( -1973 , whose photo-essays transgress disciplinary boundaries and protocols to spin unreliable narratives cannibalizing the work of other creators. Smithson recounts his temporary installation of "hypothetical continents" along his Yucatán itinerary based on the imaginative cartographies of Churchward and Donnelly: piles of seashells or stone conjuring the conjectured coastlines of the "lost" landmasses of Lemuria and Mu. In thus materializing a specious facticity, Smithson manifests a logic of paraconsistency anticipatory of Laruelle. "Contrary to affirmations of nature, " writes Smithson, "art is inclined to semblances and masks, it flourishes on discrepancy" ("Incidents of Mirror-Travel" 132).
"Incidents of Mirror-Travel" simultaneously mobilizes the camera in unconventional ways that clear a path for Laruelle's discourse on "non-photography" as an instantiation of "vision-in-One, " the French thinker's term for a unilateral modification of human perception. Photographs accompanying Smithson's textual account of his Yucatán expedition pointedly depart from the formalist conventions of a medium then struggling to acquire critical legitimacy. Smithson's defiantly casual photographs redirect the reader's touristic gaze away from the expected archaeological monuments portended by the title's nod to Stephens. They record instead an anti-spectacular inventory of sites/sights: ephemeral arrays of square mirrors, or "mirror displacements, " installed by the artist on beaches and the jungle floor. Perversely, these crude grids refuse a specular optics, reflecting instead monochromatic expanses of sky or dazzling solar flares. The rigorous abstraction constituted by the "broken geometry" (127) of these mirrored arrays can be likened to the "matrix" that Laruelle posits as the a priori of a (non-)photographic vision preceding the emergence of the technical apparatus of the camera-which, in his account, is only incidental to a longer trajectory of philosophy's "onto-photo-logical" unfolding (Photo-Fiction 3).9 The alternating flares and mottled obscurity manifested by Smithson's arrays can also be likened to the "blinding of the light of logos by the really blind thought of photography" postulated by Laruelle as a refusal of the representational metaphysics of Platonism (The Concept 58). As Smithson writes, "mirror surfaces cannot be understood by reason" ("Incidents of Mirror-Travel" 124).
The non-photographic image theorized by Laruelle as an alternative to the specular optics of conventional photographic discourse is confoundingly "obscure and black" (The Concept 58). Like the non-photographic "clones" of an unrepresentable Real formulated by Laruelle, Smithson's mirror displacements are, moreover, "empty in general of phenomenological structures of perception: horizon, field of consciousness, fringe and margin, pregnant form (Gestalt), flux, etc. " (The Concept 102). The artist superposes mottled or monochromatic mirrors with generic stretches of beach or jungle to produce not a photographic representation but rather a non-mimetic "clone" of the Real. The phenomenologically void visuality composed by Laruelle's photographic clones is a "visionin-One": not a representation of the (non-visualizable) Real-One, but the manifestation of a "specific relation to the real" (The Concept 143, 6). IT's products were the work of "more than one mind" (Baxter to Deborah, April 22, 1966) . The anonymous participants of IT and NETCO simultaneously portend the "generic" humanity that Laruelle places in tension with the shared "Subject" of humanism and post-structuralism.
The disorienting familiarity of IT's stock-intrade was a calculated effect of the collective's unconventional methodology of cloning artworks by the recognized names in contemporary art: from Donald Judd (Fig. 1) to Kenneth Noland and Claes Oldenburg. IT's re-performance of well-known canvases and sculptures pointedly stripped their referents of all aesthetic pretension through an irreverent substitution of non-art materials betokening the generic textures of everyday life under late capitalism for the transcendent realms of formal autonomy or self-referentiality attributed to their prototypes by critics and art historians. This cloning procedure would realize its apogee only after IT was subsumed within NET-CO's cunning "COP" (or Copy) Department when, in 1971, the co-presidents appeared as "dummies, " or clones of themselves, as part of a solo exhibition at the Sonnabend Gallery in New York (Fig. 2) . More than a postmodern recognition of pervasive mediation, IT's clones dramatize the foreclosure of the Real: transforming aesthetic objects into inert material for disarmingly generic fictions.
In parallel with his involvement in IT, Iain Baxter experimented with techniques of non-verbal pedagogy that radicalized McLuhan's critique of print-based classroom procedure. Incorporating found objects gleaned from his urban explorations, Baxter's lectures at UBC and later at Simon Fraser University (SFU) mimed a choreography of generic actions (such as "swimming on dry land, " Fig. 3 ) to a rigorously abstract soundtrack of John Cage and Edgar Varèse (see Baigell and Smith 370) . These interventions mounted a dramatic challenge to scriptural epistemology inspired by McLuhan's audile-tactile speculations and incorporating Edward T. Hall's insights on non-verbal communication (which, significantly, also served as a point of departure for McLuhan's extension thesis). In Laruellian terms, non-verbal teaching constituted a "postural" thought in which, to quote John Ó Maoilearca, "ideas are turned into behavior" (144). The embodied "stance" (Laruelle, The Concept 12) that Baxter's McLuhan-inspired non-verbal pedagogy substituted for the logical content of conventional teaching served as a gateway to the sensorial information products subsequently manufactured by the N.E. Thing Co.-the company itself being an indirect product of Baxter's involvement in crafting a McLuhan-inspired "panaesthetic grammar" of the arts at SFU (Schafer, "Cleaning" 10).
NETCO was established as a transdisciplinary "umbrella" (Baxter, "Interview") for the manufacture of a diversified product line envisioned as varieties of what company personnel termed "Sensitivity Information": Sound Sensitivity Information, or SSI ("music, poetry [read], singing, oratory, etc. "), Moving Sensitivity Information, or MSI ("movies, dance, mountain climbing, track, etc. "), Experiential Sensitivity Information, or ESI ("theatre, etc. "), and Visual Sensitivity Information, or VSI ("a term developed and used by the N.E. Thing Co. to denote more appropriately the meaning of the traditional words 'art' and 'fine art' or 'visual art'") ("Glossary" n.p., Fig. 4) . The company's discipline-defying inventory and sensorial taxonomy resonated with the efforts of Baxter and fellow SFU faculty-notably composer and "soundscape" theorist R. Murray Schafer-to forge an interdisciplinary curriculum at the non-credit Centre for Communication and the Arts fueled by McLuhan's non-Kantian hybridization of media and disparate disciplinary knowledges. Positioning themselves as pedagogues-at-large, the company's co-presidents identified as public "educators of the senses" (Fleming 37) . Sensitivity Information products generated by company researchers through their interactions with the environment were registered utilizing NETCO's proprietary glossary of code-like Sensitivity Information acronyms (listed above), sometimes assuming the form of absurd formulae mocking the structuralist drive to mathematize knowledge. These were inscribed on generic "information forms, " designed by "Director of Information" Brian Dyson to serve as an infinitely extensible Figure 3 . Iain Baxter, Non-Verbal Teaching ("Swimming on Dry Land"), ca. 1964-1966. Courtesy Iain Baxter& and Raven Row. corporate archive. The greater part of these information forms documented the generic infrastructure of suburbia. Sitting somewhere between a conventional photo album and a McLuhanesque blueprint for social media image-sharing sites, the 1978 compendium of information forms, N.E. Thing Co. Ltd., Vol. 1, anticipates Mohammad Salemy's recent likening of Instagram to the generic properties of Laruelle's non-photography.
The Company's mock-psychophysical transcriptions of its corporate operations can be likened to the "economy of pure force" recorded by the oeuvre of August von Briesen in Laruelle's perspicacious reading ("La plus haute" 144). Through a process akin to Surrealist modalities of automatic writing, or the techniques of psychophysical registration, or involuntary "writing down" (304), studied by German media theorist Friedrich Kittler, Briesen's abstract drawings manifest "blind" transcriptions of musical performances, their seemingly random marks functioning somewhat akin to a "seismograph" (Galloway, Laruelle 163). NETCO's registrations of Sensitivity Information comprise analogously non-mimetic inscriptions of "affect and its intensity" (Laruelle, "La plus haute 144), having similarly developed in dialogue with musical performance (in NETCO's case, R. Murray Schafer's computational reimagining of conventional musical notation as a record of "exact frequencies" as well as Iain Baxter's redeployment of Cage and Varèse within the context of his own gestural experiments in non-verbal teaching) (Schafer, The New Soundscape 3). Von Briesen's blind inscriptions of musical performance manifest an audible-tactile Real comparable, moreover, to the acoustic space constituted by NETCO's 
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McLuhan-inspired corporate archive of Sensitivity Information.
The intention of this admittedly somewhat perverse Laruellian reading of McLuhan and his artistic respondents is not to impose a false image of McLuhan as non-philosopher but, rather, to claim him as "material" for novel thought experiments that de-authorize canonical portraits of the media analyst, thereby opening up his percepts to new possibilities for non-standard usage. Without applying a Laruellian lens per se, the articles assembled by this special issue are exemplary demonstrations of just such a performative approach to McLuhan. Together, they constitute an appropriately fractalized image of the media analyst and his contested legacy.
While they examine new territory and are wide-ranging in focus and methodology, the articles in this volume are assembled according to likenesses of theme and approach. The first two examine McLuhan's interactions with artists he knew, his contemporaries Sorel Etrog and P. Mansaram. The next two identify points of continuity between McLuhan's perspectives and contemporary work as well as points requiring adjustment and amendment, particularly in relation to Indigenous knowledge. Following these are two studies by artists who adapt McLuhan's ideas in their own work. The remaining four articles are theory-oriented, each sounding McLuhan's insights for resonances with current critical engagements.
Both artists featured as McLuhan associates in the first two articles were newcomers to Canada, whose art reflects their encounter with the culture of Toronto as fresh and strange. Elena Lamberti animates a lesser-known collaboration that expands our sense of figure- It is this commitment to the play and refusal to break the spell by imposing temporal constraints that Svec admires as precedent-setting in his own hoax work.
The final four essays offer theoretical examinations of McLuhan's work that resonate with elements of the speculative turn-its materialism and realism, its rethinking of historicism, and its de-emphasis of the Subject through an engagement with the non-human (animal).
Offering a longue durée of the "counterenvironment, " Kenneth Allan places McLuhan's concept in relation to the other and prior expressions of "defamilarization" in art theory and practice, helping us to see shifts and continuities amongst users of this concept. While he does not dismiss the ways in which McLuhan put his signature on the idea, particularly in his response to the media environment of his cultural moment, Allan is interested in the broader contours of defamiliarization-its at least 200-year history-and reminds us not to "imagine that the idea emerges out of nowhere in the many instances of its appearance. " He provocatively links defamiliarization to the phenomenon of institutional critique, which probed the silent power of cultural systems, flipping the silent ground of institutional space into force fields shaping human attention and agency. This final essay explores how print-making processes contributed to the production of "non-books"-monographs conceived and constructed to disrupt the systematized and linear Gutenberg format. As Genosko observes, "such books may be analyzed as quasi-acoustic spaces, unbound from sound, remaking reading and repositioning the reader, injecting ambivalence and retaining tactility and inviting multi-sensory participation. " The mosaic-like non-book format pioneered by McLuhan and collaborators sets a compelling precedent for the fractalized form and content of the present volume. Image Notes 
